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Do the Math: Wyatt is Confident its 
Seating Products Add Up

THOUGH THE COMPANY HAS BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR FOUR YEARS, ITS MANAGEMENT 
HAS BEEN WATCHING THE INDUSTRY FOR NEARLY A DECADE.

by Rob Kirkbride

MAKERS

BoFoooo

If you are an office furniture dealer, Wyatt Seating wants you to do a 
little math. Compare its seating with its competitors, figure out your mar-
gin and add in a little cost savings for your customers. They believe you will 
come up with a sum that turns out to be a win-win for all involved.

Those numbers are turning into growing sales for the four-year-old seat-
ing company based in Morgantown, Pennsylvania.

But it is not just about numbers. The company also believes it can com-
pete on quality and service. For Wyatt Seating, that’s a winning combina-
tion.

“We’re in our fourth year now, and we’ve come onto the scene offering the 
industry a product that’s built for dealers,” said Pat Zerbe, brand manager. 
“What we mean by that is our whole design and how we come to market is 
based on the premise that we know what dealers are looking for in a mid-
market seating product. We’re not going to waste your time with the speci-
fying or figuring out what to put in on each product. We’re clean and cut.

“It’s all about how we come to market with the quality of our products 
and the aggressive price point. The biggest thing that we try and get across 
is that we’re not like everyone else. We’ve made our own niche with the 
quality and the price point that we’re at.”

Though the company has been in business for four years, its management 
has been watching the industry for nearly a decade. It came up with an 
innovative manufacturing model and partners with an overseas manufac-
turer, but Wyatt owns its own injection molds and brings those injection 
molded products back to its facility in Pennsylvania where the product 
is assembled and upholstered. That allows it to “cut some links out of the 
chain” and economize, giving a higher quality product to dealers at a price 
point they want.

Wyatt has also thrived by offering as standard what other companies of-
fer as upgrades. When a customer buys a base version of its task chair, it’s 
coming with upgraded casters, arms, an enhanced synchro-mechanism 
and seat slider. In other words, it has all the bells and whistles built into the 
base price. 
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“When you’re competing, apples to apples to our competition, we’re beat-
ing them every time,” Zerbe said.

That’s a pretty bold statement, but again, Wyatt points to the math.
“When they’re switching to why and saying, ‘I can get the same quality 

at X, Y and Z’ manufacturer at a price point that’s anywhere from $80 to 
$100 less dealer net, I can sell it for $50 less to my customer,” he said. “Not 
only is their customer winning, but they’re increasing their margin at the 
same time. It’s one of those things where we’re not shy, we’re in your face 
and we’re saying, ‘Hey, choose Wyatt. You’re going to win that opportunity, 
at the same time (you’re) going to increase your margin.’ When that point 
gets across to sales people, it resonates very well.”

Wyatt is owned by John Gallen Jr., an industry veteran and entrepreneur 
who has been in office furniture for more than 25 years. He brings to Wyatt 
a resourceful, entrepreneurial spirit and gave it a unique personality. The 
mindset shared by the entire company is to be very much in touch with 
what dealers are looking for.

The company first tells customers it is not selling a broad line. Wyatt has 
a narrow but well-designed series of chairs, not thousands of SKUs. The 
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product line is flexible. In other words, the same chair can look different 
by changing out the components on it. Because of that mindset, Wyatt has 
been able to get the price points that are far better than what they consider 
to be comparable chairs in the market.

Its flagship chair is Freeride. It is a good example of how Wyatt uses a 
single chair as a platform to create six versions that can outfit an entire of-
fice, from the intern to the executive. Customers can have it in a standard 
mesh back, specify it to be a conference chair with fixed arms or become a 
drafting stool — along with everything in between.

Both its Freeride and G6 chairs have unique features, one of which is a 
removable slipcover, standard on its grade one fabrics.

“It prolongs the life of the chair,” Zerbe said. “It’s super easy to replace. 
No matter what company is coming in, they can put (on) their company 
color and just order the seat cover on the chair. That’s a very unique feature 
to us.”

The aforementioned G6 chair is Wyatt’s entry level model, a task chair 
with adjustable task arms, synchro-mechanism, a seat slider, multi-service 
casters and standard removal slipcover, and it’s under $200 dealer net.

Wyatt also gets products out quickly. It has one-week lead times on its 
grade-one fabrics. From grade two through five, it’s three-week lead times.

Don’t look for Wyatt to expand into other market segments. The com-
pany is content being a seating specialist. From its research, seating still 
makes up 30% of the market. They thought about adding tables in the early 
stages of Wyatt’s launch, but decided against it because they didn’t want to 
be like everyone else. They wanted to be seating experts, and that is what 
they are going to continue to do.

That specialization has led to growth. The company is expecting massive 
growth over the next year. Each year in business it has doubled or tripled 
its sales.

Part of that is due to the expansion of its independent rep network. Wy-
att’s first independent rep was in Northern California. In the past year, the 
company has added 15 independent reps across the country, and they are 
growing every day with them.

“With rep groups we’re finding value because we’re very big into the part-
nership aspect of our dealerships and becoming a great resource for them 
to be there every day,” Zerbe said.

“We build for our dealers. We believe that people buy from people, and we 
want to become a great partner for them. When they call, we pick up, and 
we answer, and we perform and execute to the best of our ability. That’s 
what’s keeping the dealers coming back.” BoF
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